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Overview

Back To Our Roots (BTOR) Urban Farm is located on the grounds of the Nova Scotia Hospital 
(NSH), which serves mental health and addictions patients. We aim to create a healthy, wel-
coming and educational environment for hospital clients, staff and the wider community. 

BTOR highlights the environmental and health benefits of growing and eating organic vegeta-
bles.  We do this by providing hands-on skills training and educational workshops, paired with 
the space and tools to grow healthy vegetables for our communities. 

Over 95% of respondents to our end-of-season survey - which included hospital staff, volun-
teers, community members, market customers and plot renters - believed the Urban Farm 
was meeting its goals of promoting mental health, healthy food, healthy environment, and 
skills development for hospital staff, patients, and the surrounding community.

“I was very impressed that the farm has integrated a wellness component in its 
practice, by creating a welcoming and supportive space for hospital patients/
clients and staff. Having been a patient at this hospital in the past, the farm 
allowed me to give back. The farm also allowed me to be more active and 
eat fresh nutritious produce, which in turn helped me reach a healthier weight. 
Overall, my experience as a plotter and a volunteer at the farm has been ful-
illing, both physically and emotionally, and I cannot praise this organization 

enough.”
- Caroline, BTOR plotter and volunteer

Our Mission 
Promote wellness and skills development through a community urban farm inspired by our rich history. 

Our Vision 
A welcoming environment blooming with healthy food and mental wellness for all community members.
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Is there anything more satisfying than a garlic harvest on a beautiful fall day?



Client Programming
Thanks to support of the Mental Health Foundation of Nova Scotia, mental health client involvement 
became a much more significant part of BTOR programming during our second growing season.
Five of the units at the hospital had one or more plots in the community garden this year, and the 
BTOR Coordinator worked closely with Recreational Therapists at the hospital to design and execute 
garden programming for clients.

Mayflower Unit

Mayflower is an acute care mental health unit.  Mayflower started seeds inside this year, seeding 
cucumbers and sunflowers in April.  Once it warmed up, clients planted carrots, peas, radishes, toma-
toes, beans, and cucumbers.  We sewed several generations of most crops, which meant that there 
were multiple plantings and harvests throughout the season.  

Garden harvests were used to make salads and snacks, and often used for night lunch. 

“Clients enjoyed getting their hands dirty.  There was a sense of accomplishment 
in completing tasks.  They also enjoyed knowing where their food was coming from: 
har-vesting and eating the vegetables, right off the vine.  I also noticed how it got 
people talking and reminiscing about gardening; conversations about gardening 
happened a lot.”

- Donna MacIntyre, Recreational Therapist Assistant, May lower Unit
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First harvest from the Mayflower plot.  Crunchy, spicy, radishes!



Simpson Landing/Transition Hall

Simpson Landing and Transition Hall are part of Recovery and Integration portfolio within mental 
health and addictions.  The weekly gardening programming for these two units was combined.  
Simpson Landing and Transition Hall planted and harvested an impressive three plots.  

We started the season in early April by discussing what vegetables people most liked to eat to help 
determine our planting schedule.  We planted beets, carrots, beans, peas, tomatoes (lots!), and 
lettuce.  

Meals are made on site at Simpson Landing so a lot of the vegetables were integrated into meal 
preparation, whether that was throwing carrots into a stew or adding sliced tomatoes to a sand-
wich.  Staff at Simpson Landing said there was quite a buzz about the garden this year, and cli-
ents were commenting on what food was from the garden and how it tasted (spinach from the 
garden is sweeter!).
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Some feedback gathered at a 
community meeting at Simpsons 
Landing in the fall...
What was your favourite part about the garden?

“Eating the fresh food! Carrots, tomatoes, everything.”

“I had a great sense of accomplishment being a part of 
the garden.”

“It is a peaceful place with bees, birds, flowers and veg-
etables, right here.”

“I enjoyed being independent in the garden.”

“Planting living things and seeds that you nurture and take 
care of as vegetables!”

How did you feel when you were in the garden?

“I feel happiness when I am at the garden.”

“I love feeling useful. I feel useful and good helping others.”

How was eating vegetables from the garden?

“It was great to have food on our plate fresh from the gar-
den.” 

“We ate a variety of vegetables ( kale, radishes, beets) we 
did not always eat before coming to Simpson Landing.”

Harvesting salad with Simpsons Landing and 
Transition Hall to eat with their BBQ lunch!

During this harvest with Simpsons Landing, 
the clients were exclaiming at how sweet the 
carrots were!
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Inpatient Withdrawal Management Unit

Clients who were in the early stages of addiction recovery also participated in weekly gardening 
activities.  The Inpatient Withdrawal Management Unit had two plots, one that was entirely 
tomatoes and the other that included beans, carrots, fresh herbs, spinach, beans and peas.  Many 
of the people in the program had done physical work in the past, so were eager to grab shovels 
and wheelbarrows and get to work outside.  Clients helped with maintaining the garden outside of 
their own plots, including wa-tering the market garden and weeding pathways and common plots.  

Recreational Therapist Andrea Leahy noted that clients often visited the garden outside of program-
ming to check on it, pick tomatoes, or water the plants.  Clients ate vegetables right off the vine 
or in salads.  They also integrated the garden into their cooking activities (like making salsa with 
tomatoes and cilantro!)

Emerald Hall

The Recreational Therapist at Emerald Hall worked with one client who she thought would benefit 
from the garden.  They used one of the raised garden boxes as the client had some mobility chal-
lenges.  The plot was planted with flowers, as the client enjoyed picking bouquets for her room, as 
well as beans, cucumbers and tomatoes.  The produce was picked and shared with other people on 
the unit.  

The flowers love you back!

Melissa Muise, the Recreational Therapist, noted that 
her client talked about the garden often and enjoyed 
having the responsibility outside the hospital unit.  She 
also found that the garden was a good place to work 
on boundaries and observe responses, as it’s a space 
that is somewhere between the hospital and wider 
community.

The Inpatient Withdrawal Management Unit harvested lots of carrots, beans and peas from their plot.  
Great for snack trays!
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Willow Hall

Willow Hall provides inpatient services for the senior population who have a mental illness.  Most of 
the clients have difficulty with mobility, but some clients enjoy occasional walks through the 
garden.  Clients benefit from the garden even if they don’t visit it, however.  According to Recre-
ational Therapists on the unit, the garden is a focal point for observation and conversation.  

“I cannot say enough about that garden.  Even though [our clients] aren’t physically down 
there helping out, they watch you working in the garden.  We have a few clients that meet 
at the end of the hall every single day and have conversations about what’s happening in 
the garden. They’re talking about the progress of the garden, they’re reminiscing about their 
own experience having a garden. For those clients who are non verbal, I see them staring 
out the window and watching you and the volunteers working intently. From afar the garden 
brings meaning and conversation to clients as well as staff. I cannot say enough about what 
the garden brings and provides to Willow Hall; although we are not hands on, it is definitely 
meeting an important need.”    

- Cecile Amirault, Recreational Therapist, Willow Hall



Bringing the garden inside
There are always patients at the hospital who are unable or uninterested in venturing outside.  
Thanks to a grant from the Mental Health Foundation of Nova Scotia, we were able to bring some of 
the vibrancy and beauty of the garden onto the hospital floors.  Each week, each of the hospital units 
received a bouquet of flowers, as did the front desks in the Purdy and Mount Hope buildings.  We 
also delivered vegetable snacks (such as carrot sticks).  
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“Those flowers brighten the 
environment up.  Not 
only does it bring 
happiness to the patients 
it brings happi-ness to the 
staff too.”

   - Cecile Amirault                   
Recreational Therapist

Willow Hall

Left: Bringing the bouquets of flowers inside the 
hospital brought some of the gardens vibrancy 
and beauty to the unit floors.

In the cases where units did food preparation, we provided ingredients to supplement what they 
were growing in their own gardens.  The Inpatient Withdrawal Management Unit, for example, made 
tabbouleh one week with all the lovely parsley from the market garden.  Simpson Landing, 
Mayflower and the Addic-tions unit all made kale chips!  Simpson Landing used lots of market garden 
produce in their meal planning, and even experimented with summer squash, and swiss chard (the 
chard came with mixed reviews, admittedly!).  One of the Care Team Assistants at Simpson Landing 
noted that the group probably ate a lot more kale than they would have without the garden!  She 
also said that they didn’t need to buy tomatoes during the height of the season because their own 
plot was producing so much!

In addition to the vegetables grown in the 
hospital unit’s own plots, the market garden 
produced over $2000 worth of food and flowers 
for the hospital this growing season.

Right: Andrea harvesting kale for kale chips.
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Market Garden

What’s a cover crop?

Cover crop, also called a 
green manure, is when an 
area is seeded for a reason 
other than harvest.  This can 
be to protect the ground 
from erosion; improve soil 
quality; improve drainage; 
and to manage weeds pests 
and diseases.  The soil at BTOR 
is very low in organic matter, 
so we planted buckwheat 
(and later oats) to incor-
porate back into the soil to 
improve its quality.  The cover 
crops had other uses too.  For 
example, the bees loved the 
buckwheat and the oats will 
protect the soil from winter 
erosion.  

The market garden area almost doubled in size this year, 
going from 3500 square feet to 6500 square feet.   Two 
thirds of that land was in production growing vegetables 
and greens, the remaining third was seeded in a cover crop 
of buckwheat.  This year, the market garden grew 25 types 
of vegetables and greens, including beets, carrots, kale, 
swiss chard, fresh herbs, cucumber, zucchini, garlic, lettuce 
mix, tomatoes and pumpkin.  We also grew flowers - most 
notably dahlias - that we made into bouquets.

We had markets from June 9 until October 27.  Sales from 
our onsite market stand were over $4800, which more 
than doubled sales from last year.  In addition, over $2000 
worth of flowers and produce from the market garden was 
brought into the hospital, and over $1000 of produce was 
donated to MetroWorks community food programming.  

Eighty percent of respondents to our online survey said 
their access to local organic produce increased due to 
BTOR.  

“…the experience of seeing the vegetables grown, harvested and then to purchase them 
for consumption makes the cooking and eating experience so much more complete. 

- Warwick Lambert, market customer

“It’s wonderful to have BTOR on site here at the hospital… 
high quality produce and I get to see it growing. How 
wonderful is that!”

     - John Dicks, hospital staff and market customer

Planting cover crops (like buckwheat on the left and oats on the right) is an important part of 
farming ecologically.
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Volunteers

Volunteers are a critical part of BTOR, especially when it comes to the market garden and weekly 
market stand.    From helping with making beds in the spring to weeding and watering, to harvest-
ing and bunching, to hauling and selling, volunteers are an invaluable part of BTOR!  

Thanks to all our volunteers, including Felipe, Tracy, Sarah, Kaitlyn, Kelsey, Heather and Susan, who 
really stepped up when stuff needed to get done!  Thanks especially to Claudette, Ronda, Caroline, 
Walter, Data Ram and Candyse, who were regulars throughout the growing season, providing criti-
cal help and continuity, and great company and laughter, rain or shine.

“Besides strengthening the body, it also gave me a sense of purpose…and helped me 
keep focused on my plans.”   - BTOR Volunteer

“I love working in the garden and always walked away feeling a great sense of well 
being!”   - Susan Warman, Volunteer

“It helps with my mental health, because I had a sense that I was helping out.”  - Ronda 
Foote, Volunteer

As much as volunteers were a critical help to BTOR, many also noted that volunteering was help-
ful for their physical and mental health as well.  The experience of gardening, working outside, and 
selling healthy vegetables – and with others – can be a satisfying and enlivening experience.  

Candyse excited about our spread on market day!

Last market and it was getting COLD!  Thanks to all our volunteers who contributed so much to the garden and 
market – rain or shine or near hurricane!



Community Garden
The community garden expanded from 28 plots to 52 plots this year.  

Many plotters had abundant harvests, leading to new experiences of preserving and eating tons of 
vegetables!  Over 70% of respondents to our online survey - which included plotters, but also market 
customers, hospital staff, and community members – said they ate better as a result of BTOR.   

I picked greens for my salad and broccoli, chard, and zucchini for soups at lunch.

     - BTOR Plotter 

My goal was to improve my mental health and learn about gardening. These goals were 

met and it also instilled a love of gardening and a sense of pride in me.
    - Kim Howatt, Plotter 

Love the view and love getting outside during the time spent at work; love seeing things 
grow all around me.  Looking forward to many more years at the garden.

-Dachia Joudrey, NSH staff and plotter

Many plotters also commented on the garden being a little ‘oasis’ from everyday stresses; a place to 
decompress and be more in touch with nature.    Over 70% of respondents to our survey also said their 
mental health had improved as a result of their involvement with BTOR. 
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• Twelve of the community plots were
gardened by NSH staff, with several
more staff on the waiting list for next
year.

• Eleven of our plots were subsidized so
people who normally wouldn’t be able
to afford the plot fee of $30 could still
have the opportunity to garden.

• Seven of the plots were tended by
clients at the hospital who participated
in gardening programming during their
time at the NSH.

• Seven of the plots were gardened by
families that are new to Canada, pri-
marily from Syria and Bhutan.

• Three of the plots were gardened by
community organizations, including
the Mental Healthy Foundation of NS,
Healthy Minds Cooperative, and Dart-
mouth Adult Services Centre.

Left: Celebrating an abundant harvest
from the family plot!
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Workshops and Harvest Party

We had seven workshops throughout the growing season.  The most popular (we did it twice due 
to interest) was the one offered early in the season on planning your garden.  For those who were 
new to gardening, this workshop offered important information on what to plant when, how much 
to plant, and how to garden using organic methods    Other workshops included: tips on tomato 
growing and care, how and when to harvest greens and herbs, seed saving, and garlic planting.  

Pop out during lunchhour and harvest potatoes for dinner!

“Being new to 
gardening, all 
knowledge was 
helpful.”

        - BTOR Plotter

The Harvest Party was attended by about 50 people (the majority of them hospital clients) who 
came out to take part in pumpkin decorating, garlic planting, and apple cider pressing, all while 
enjoying harvest treats (made with our pumpkins!) and live jazz music.  

Hillary gives Jen some garlic planting tips during our harvest party.
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The Commons
The garden has an impact beyond the people who have plots, shop at the market or participate in 
programming.  What used to be a sprawling lawn is now a space alive with activity, whether it’s fami-
lies gardening, tomatoes growing, or bees buzzing.  

“I found it relaxing to sit outside and have my lunch overlooking the farm.” 

- Pearl Green, NSH staff

Besides community plots and the market garden, BTOR has 17 common plots, which are there for 
anyone to explore, learn from, and sample what’s growing.  Common plots grew cherry tomatoes, 
sugar snaps, string beans, ground cherries, blueberries, strawberries and kale.  Hospital clients and 
anyone walking through were encouraged to taste and enjoy whatever was growing.  

Common plots were also full of fresh herbs, such as sage, thyme, mint and lemon balm.  Herbs were 
harvested for flavour and aroma.  After one garden session, clients from Simpson Landing and Tran-
sition Hall made lemonbalm and mint tea.  Clients often brought a sprig of fresh herbs back to their 
rooms simply for the smell or to nibble on.  

The Common plots are also for the birds and the bees.  We had several pollinator friendly plants 
growing and even installed a bee house for them to lay their eggs.  After the sunflowers were fin-
ished blooming, we made sure we left the seeds for the goldfinches, which came in droves to eat 
them.  
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Operations
BTOR’s ongoing development has been guided by an 8 person steering committee that met periodi-
cally during the growing season.

Shauna Blundon: Administrative Site Manager of the Nova Scotia Hospital

Starr Dobson: President and CEO of the Mental Health Foundation of Nova Scotia

Maureen Wheller: Senior Communications Advisor Mental Health and Addictions, Nova Scotia 

Health Authority

Jennifer  Lewandowski: Communications Lead, Mental Health Foundation of Nova Scotia

Jayme Melrose: Project Coordinator, Common Roots Urban Farm, Halifax

Dan Bell: Director of Business Development, Partners for Care

Paul Little: Principal of the Nova Scotia Community College Waterfront Campus, Dartmouth

Hillary Lindsay: Project Coordinator for Back To Our Roots Urban Farm

“Best veggies. Best people. Miss you guys already.”

- BTOR Market Enthusiast
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Financials 
BTOR Finanicals April - October, 2016

Income

Total Earned Revenue    6, 634.75 
Total Grants and Foundations Non Govt 14, 250.00 
Total Receiptable Fundraising Activities   3, 063.79 

Total income:        $23, 948.54 

Expenses

Total Infrastructure    3, 749.47 
Total Staffing  27, 671.60 
Total Supplies and other costs 38, 055.82

Total Expenses:        $35, 125.39
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Communications

“I enjoy the recipe links on your newsletter.”  - BTOR Virtual Community Member

Communications from the farm, whether it was through social media or our weekly newsletter, con-
tained photos of activity at BTOR, gardening tips, environmental and social context for farming and 
food security, and seasonal recipes to make good use of a bountiful harvest!

Our Roots
URBAN FARM

Back to 

http://www.cdha.nshealth.ca/mental-health-
and-addictions/back-our-roots-urban-farm

Back To Our Roots Urban Farm

@BTORFarm




